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Wing it or Plan it?

How a honeymoon taught me a valuable lesson.
When I married Amanda, we didn’t have much money. We
couldn’t afford a honeymoon trip at the time, but we talked
th
about going on an epic trip on our 10 anniversary.
th

When our 10 anniversary rolled around, Amanda was 9 months
nd
pregnant with our 2 daughter. The trip was delayed yet
th
another year. On our 11 anniversary, we managed to get both
our mothers to watch the kids so that we could finally have our
epic honeymoon adventure.
We booked a 10-day trip to Ireland. Amanda wanted to plan out
every stop, but I convinced her that we should only get
reservations for the first 2 days of the trip. For the rest of the
time, we could just wing it and have the flexibility to travel
around. That way we wouldn’t be forced into a set itinerary. She
reluctantly agreed to trust my idea.

get what must have been the last room in town. It was both
expensive and rough around the edges.
Unfortunately, this scenario would repeat itself; we struggled to
find lodging everywhere we went.
I worried that Amanda was going to divorce me on our epic
honeymoon adventure. Luckily Amanda loves Guinness, so I
made sure she had a steady supply of it in Ireland so that she
would forgive me for the daily struggles with finding lodging. I
nearly blew the whole trip and trust of my wife with my “let’s
just wing it” idea. Oops!

It was a great idea but with one fatal flaw.
It was August. Ireland’s prime time for tourism.
After our first two nights in Dublin, we took a train west to
Galway, arriving in late afternoon. It was a lovely city, but as
soon as we got off the train, we knew we were in trouble.
Galway was having an annual festival and the city was packed
with people. I started running from hotels to B&Bs and no one
had a room available. I can still remember the look on Amanda’s
face. She was near tears in frustration. Eventually, I managed to

Amanda in Ireland. She is smiling here…must be after we found a place
to stay for the evening.

Mike Turner is co-founder of Impact Club™ Boise, author of the Value Drive
Approach to Selling Real Estate, and Agent Entrepreneurs, creator of the Listing Triangle® and
the host of a weekly radio show in Boise for the past 7 years on both AM and FM stations. Turner
is the CEO of Front Street Brokers, a real estate firm he founded 10 years ago based in downtown
Boise and Eagle, Idaho. Mike founded and teaches at Agent Entrepreneurs Real Estate School,
and co-founded Fever Streak Press, a publishing company that has produced 2 New York Times
best selling books. Originally from a small island in Alaska, Mike with his wife Amanda and two
daughters can often be found around town enjoying all the awesome things Boise has to offer, or
you can read about their international adventures through Amanda’s book series called
Vagabonding with Kids. She writes under the pen name of AK Turner.

Reach Mike anytime at 208-340-8399
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It’s kind of like going downtown on Valentine’s Day without a
reservation and just hoping you and your date find a table. Let’s
just say it’s not a great way to start your date.
There is obviously a time and place for winging it. When it’s
really important, having a plan makes all the difference.
Your banker knows this. It’s why they insist you have a detailed
business plan when you request a business loan. They know the
more detailed your plan is, the more likely you are to succeed.
McDonald’s has mastered this. Have you ever wondered why
McDonald’s is the most successful fast-food restaurant chain in
the world? Why? Is it because they have the best burgers in the
world? Certainly not. I get stomach pains just thinking about it.
McDonald’s success is because they tested and designed a
documented process and then made sure everyone followed
that process to the letter. Their documented process could then
be duplicated and multiplied into other stores, so that they could
Etiam et urna
obtain the same results, over and over again. They now have
35,000 stores in 119 countries making the same fries and
cheeseburgers.
Have you ever wondered why the New England Patriots always
make it to the playoffs, and are the team most likely to be in the
Super Bowl year after year? Is it because they have all the best
players in the NFL? No. There are so many great players,
coaches, and teams in the NFL, but the Patriots have found a
way to consistently beat them.
What sets them apart is their coach, Bill Belichick. He has the
most detailed and documented process of any team in the NFL.
rd
He has shown he can pick up some forgotten 3 rate player,
drop him in to the slot and make him a Pro Bowler, which is why
they have stayed good for so many years. Tom Brady is now
considered one of the greatest quarterbacks of all time, in part
because he has mastered Belichick’s detailed system.
Belichick is man of few words. He rarely talks to the media and
when he does, he says the bare minimum. But what he has
always been clear about is if you’re going to play on his team,
you must “Do Your Job,” as in follow the documented plan.
A McDonald’s employee can’t go off script to try to make the
hamburgers taste different, and every player on the New
England Patriots hears one message at every practice and game,
“Do Your Job.” It’s essential to their winning formula.

I mean you’ve been to Starbucks, right? Why
do you think they have those lines on the
inside of the cups… Exactly right. So that
every coffee is made with the proven formula,
every time. Those lines aren’t arbitrary.
They’re part of the complex, documented
approach that virtually guarantees a
predictable outcome.
I’ve learned lessons from Starbucks, the Patriots, my trip to Ireland
J, and every successful business I’ve studied. I new it was
essential that we create our own documented approach to yield
superior results every time.
I belong to a mastermind group of some of the best real estate
agents in the business from all around the world. Over the past 3
years we’ve studied and shared our best ideas and systems and
molded them in to our own approach that has proven to
consistently get amazing results for our clients all across the
country.
Turns out that was the best decision I could have made for my
clients. Because we don’t hope to get the best results for our
clients, we know we will. We follow a proven system, our
documented approach that I outline in my book that helps our
clients net tens of thousands more when they sell their home by
avoiding costly mistakes.
We even registered our documented process with the US Patent
and Trademark Office, because we wanted to protect our process,
®
just like Coca-Cola protects its recipe.
Every week I see real estate agents “winging it” when they list a
home. The photos look terrible, their marketing plan is nonexistent, and they didn’t coach their clients to avoid expensive
mistakes, which result in sellers losing 20-30k in hidden profits
from their home. It’s hard to watch.
These agents may have had the best intentions, and truly wanted
to do a good job for their clients, but it’s like this:
Imagine getting hired at Starbucks because you are hard working
and committed to doing a good job, but you have to start without
any training, plan or instructions to follow when serving your first
latte or Frappuccino. If you’re not following Starbucks’ meticulous
proven system to get predictable results, the coffee you make will
likely suck or at least be sub-par no matter how hard you try.
This is why when I’m training agents in my real estate school I
stress the fact that selling a home is way too important to just
wing it. Hope and hard work alone is not a strategy. The stakes are
crazy high for homeowners. Tens of thousands of dollars are on
the line. It isn’t a pre-season warm up game; every listing is like
the super bowl as far as their clients are concerned.

The point is, it doesn’t matter what the situation is in
life or in business, when the stakes are high…
don’t wing it, invest in a plan, in a winning system.
-Mike Turner
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Fighting for the Business You Want
A Heritage of Hard Work and Philanthropy with Proof Eyewear

Brooks Dame

Brooks Dame is the founder of
Proof Eyewear in downtown Boise.
Although Proof was founded in
2010, its roots can be traced back
to the 1950s when Brooks Dame’s
grandfather, Bud Dame, started a
sawmill in Fruitland, Idaho. Three
generations of the Dame family
have grown up with sawdust in their
veins and a strong work ethic in
their hearts, and the care and work
they put into Proof proves it.

The Value of Hard Work
Brooks Dame is a third generation sawmill worker. As kids
working at a sawmill, Dame and his brothers were the low
men on the totem pole. His dad wanted to raise kids who
knew how to work and weren’t afraid to get their hands
dirty. “We never had cush jobs. We were never in the
office,” says Dame. “We were always sweeping sawdust,
and one of our first jobs was picking up cigarette butts in
the parking lot.”
Although it wasn’t glamorous, it did result in kids who were
not spoiled or entitled. Dame was raised on the W
Principle — “Wishy washy wishing won’t work; work will.”
If you want something, work for it.
The Values of Proof Eyewear
When Dame founded Proof, he built it on three core
values — Proof is eco-friendly, respects its heritage, and
gives back. “We’re an eco-friendly eyewear company.
That’s first and foremost,” says Dame. They started with
wood, but they’ve also added recycled aluminum to the
materials, and their acetate is made from a cotton-based
woody material instead of oil products. “Being eco-friendly
is a big deal,” he says.
Heritage is also a big deal. “We’ve been in the wood
business for a long time, so we kind of feel this is an
extension of the wood business, taking that old school
business and putting a modern twist on it,” Dame says.
“So we really tout the heritage of the company. We’ve
been around since 2010, but we feel like we’ve had a
heritage in the wood side of things for a lot longer than
that.”
Proof also values giving back, and they put a large portion
of all their sales back into the community. “We feel like

we’re global citizens, so we go out and do projects and eye
camps.” They’ve been to India, the Philippines, El Salvador,
and Uganda. “We go out and see the world and make an
impact on other people’s lives,” says Dame. “We really feel
like the idea of giving people a hand up and not a hand out is
important.”
Sticking to Their Values on Shark Tank
At the urging of some friends who were fans of Shark Tank,
Dame applied to go on the show. Out of the ten thousandsome people who applied, Proof was among the 80-100
selected. From the start, Dame stuck to his values. When
Shark Tank wanted to fly only him to Los Angeles, he
insisted instead on having his two brothers, both also heavily
involved in Proof, come as well. Shark Tank agreed, and the
three Dame brothers were flown to LA.
“We pitched, and it went really well,” says Dame. They got
two offers, but Dame felt that the offers were undervaluing
the company and had too little of an emphasis on giving
back. “It’s bigger than just sunglasses for us,” says Dame.
“We really like the idea of employing people locally in the
community, and the give back portion is a huge piece of
what we do, and being able to do that is important for us.”
They turned the two offers down.
Even though they walked away having turned down both
offers, Dame was pleased with how it all turned out. “When it
aired, it was actually really positive,” he says. “It showed the
family business, it talked a lot about the passion, the
brothers, the family, all that.” At the time, turning down those
offers was scary, but they did the right thing. “Looking back
on it now, I’m really glad that it worked out the way it worked
out,” says Dame.
Maintaining Their Values Going Forward
The retail industry is struggling. “Right now I think the big
challenge that we have as a company is trying to figure out
how we continue to support retail and be able to do more
online without upsetting the retail side,” says Dame. They
have to keep afloat to keep helping their global community.
“We’ve got to be able to make money, lower overhead, and
support our employees to be able to do these projects
overseas.” A big focus for Dame is maintaining that. “I’m
really focused on the philanthropic side,” he says. “I’m really
passionate about that, and built that in(to) the constitution
early.”
To learn more about Proof Eyewear and the good they do,
visit their website: iwantproof.com

Idaho Speakeasy started as an idea. As a business owner, I had an interest in meeting other smart business owners and
fascinating people Idaho. When I started to reach out to these people and started talking to them, I realized others needed to
hear their stories too. These were experts in their respective fields, smart and intelligent, not to mention, many had discovered
unique ways to impact the lives of their customers, clients and their community. With that, the concept of Idaho Speakeasy was
born. The Idaho Speakeasy Podcast and Radio Show, in a sense, works just like Dirty Jobs with Mike Rowe, which aired on the
Discovery Channel for many years. It’s showing you real lives of hard-working people in our community, and learning more
about what they do and sharing their stories and advice with you.
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Impact Club allows us to take our small donations and make a
huge impact in our local community. It’s kind of like crowd
funding for good local causes, but we make it extra cool. Here is
how:
We meet 4 times a year for 1 hour, (typically at a brewery,
winery, or some fun venue in town). We all bring a check for
$100. We gather, get
a drink, and then we
hear from 3 nonprofit organizations
doing great work in
our community.
These 3 charities get
5 minutes and a
microphone (that’s
it) to tell us their
story.
Then we all vote for
a favorite of the 3.
The organization with the most votes wins the pot. That’s when
we hand over our $100 checks.
At our first event in May, we had 115 members at the time, so
the total we were able to hand over to the Women’s and
Children’s Alliance was $11,500 (115 members x $100).
nd

Our 2 Event in September had 155 Members, so our total
donated to Chrysalis Women's Transitional Living was $15,500!
Cool huh?
Many of us, including myself, want and feel the calling to make a
difference in our community and in the world around us. But
how do we do it? We don’t have large bank accounts, we have
little time outside of work and family responsibilities. We can
and have donated small sums and volunteered here and there,
which is good, but is it making a lasting impact?
That is why IMPACT CLUB is resonating with so many. We can
see our impact first hand. Just watch this video of the WCA
talking about what our contribution has done for them.

With IMPACT CLUB, we can make a lasting impact on our
community, even with our tiny bank accounts and our crazy
schedules. That is the beauty of it.
If you’ve already been to one of the events you can see the power
in what we are doing. You can see what these contributions mean
to these organizations by the look on their faces and from the
stories they share.
Impact Club Boise is
just getting started. It
started in May and we
are already on track to
donate over $60,000 in
our first year. Think
nd
rd
about the 2 and 3
years. How much can
we raise by then?
That is the power of
community. That is
what happens we come together despite having different
backgrounds, beliefs, and goals. We are reinventing the definition
of philanthropy by bringing the ability to make large-scale
donations to everyday hard working individuals like you and me.
All members of Impact Club have the chance to nominate their
favorite local (non-political) non-profits prior to each event, so the
3 charities are picked from that pool of those nominations. We all
have different causes or organizations that pull on our heartstrings,
so your nominations allow you to bring attention to the causes
most important to you, to rest of the group.
th

Our next event is Wednesday Dec 6 at 6:30. Anyone can join. As a
member you’ll be able to be a part of giving an unforgettable gift
to local organizations doing amazing work in our community.
I’ve had some friends say they feel over committed to other
charities right now. I get it. That was my challenge too. However, I
now tell charities that contact me for donations that instead of
donating to them directly, I will nominate them for Impact Club so
that they’ll have a chance to receive something far greater than
what could I do for them individually.
You don’t have to attend the events to be a part of the Impact

CURRENT MEMBER COUNT

162
Link To Video: http://W1.ImpactClubBoise.com
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Club, so there is zero time commitment. It’s just $100, 4 times a
year. There is no other time or financial commitments.
Currently we have 162 members. What if we had 200
members? That would mean handing over $20,000 in one hour
this December. We can do it with your help. If you are member,
invite others to come check it out. If you haven’t joined yet...
take a leap of faith, I’m confident you’ll love your decision.
I know $100 a quarter is a financial commitment. But I can tell
you firsthand, (and I believe the other members would agree
with this), being at that first and 2nd event, seeing our
collective impact in action, was one of the best $100
investments I have ever made.
Because we hand over checks directly to the charity, there is
ZERO overhead or fees taken out of our donations. 100% goes
straight to charity. You get a receipt directly from them for your
$100 donation.
When you join, we will mail you a t-shirt and welcome packet
for Impact Club. I bought t-shirts for all members for the fun of
it. I also buy drinks for everyone who comes to the live event
because I want it to be an epic night of entertainment and
impact.
Here is the link to join:
http://Join.ImpactClubBoise.com
Have questions? I answered some FAQs here:
http://FAQ.ImpactClubBoise.com
Check out the videos from our last 2 events.

http://Event1.ImpactClubBoise.com

http://Event2.ImpactClubBoise.com
th

Again, the next event is Dec , 6:30-7:30 (location TBD). Free
drinks for members, all ages event. Mark your calendar.
Schedule the date with your best friend or spouse.
Keep inspiring others.
- Mike Turner
Co-Founder of Impact Club Boise

NEWS AT HOME
When my two girls were 1 and 3 years old, I made a promise to them and to my wife that
we would see the world together. So every year since then we’ve gone on an epic
adventure together.
When I made that promise we were at the lowest point we’ve ever been financially. I was
working a ridiculous amount trying to keep my business afloat which was our only source
of income. It was a really tough time, and it was hard on everyone.

IVY’S
Halloween Project
Recommendation:
DIY Popsicle Stick Crafts to do with your kids.

But that promise was in part the fuel that kept me going. Because we were financially
strapped it also forced us to find ways to travel inexpensively. We found ways to rent out
our home while we were gone to pay for our mortgage and plane tickets. We stay in homes
rather than hotels so we can make our own meals to save us from having to eat out all the
time. Some trips we ate like we were in college to get by, as in Top Ramen and PB&J for
more than one meal a day.
We are not as financially challenged as we were when we first started taking trips but we
still find ways to travel to avoid it being an expensive endeavor. For example, for this
year’s trip we traveled to Spain. We were able to buy our tickets with miles earned from
business expenses and we arranged a home exchange with a family in Spain so that we
would essentially trade houses and cars for the duration of our trip, saving us the money
and hassle of renting cars, etc.
Our friends often ask us how we manage it every year; our answer is that we don’t really
treat our adventures as vacations but rather we just move our home for a period of time.
My wife and I both still work most days while traveling. We don’t see that as a bad thing,
as we get the opportunity to move our office to some cool location every year. Whether
it’s a beach house in Australia, a deluxe cabin in Alaska, or a townhouse in downtown
Madrid, they all help us stay motivated about our work and the time we get to spend with
our family.
Here are some photos from our trip to Spain, which by the way we highly recommend,
especially for wine drinkers. It’s cheap and delicious.

Items you need:
1. Paint
2. Hot Glue
3. Googly Eyes
4. Popsicle Sticks
Step 1: You start out by building something sort of like
a fence where you put two popsicle sticks behind it.
Then you can use the hot glue gun to glue a bunch of
popsicle sticks on it in the opposite direction.
Step 2: Then you can paint it.
You can make Pumpkins, Frankenstein, Ghosts,
Mummies, and Scare Crows.
Tip#1: Sometimes you have to do more than one coat
of paint.
Tip#2: Make sure you use a hot glue gun to put on the
googly eyes, it works way better than normal glue.
Tip#3: Your hands may get messy.
Tip#4: You can make all kinds of things with popsicle
sticks. Use your imagination.

EMILIA’S
BOOK REVIEW
BRONZE AND SUNFLOWER
BY CAO WNZUAN
This is one of my
favorite books. It is
about a girl who sadly
lost her father and goes
off to live with a poor
family. Together with
her new brother
Bronze, they go on
many adventures and
have to survive through
the many seasons. I
loved this book because it sort of explains how many
people live in China. This book was written in
Chinese, and people thought it was so good they had
it translated from Chinese to English. One of my
favorite characters was the Buffalo. The book was
sad but it was also touching and uplifting in the end.
I highly recommend this book to all ages.

Mike Turner -Front Street Brokers
877 W Front St, Boise ID 83702
Mike@FrontStreetBrokers.com
Mobile: 208-340-8399
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